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Summary 
We present here a new approach for the systematic identification of functionally relevant 
conformations in proteins. Our fully automated pipeline, based on discrete molecular 
dynamics enriched with coevolutionary information, is able to capture alternative 
conformational states in 76% of the proteins studied, providing key atomic details to 
understand their function and mechanism of action. We also demonstrate that, given its 
sampling speed, our method is well suited to explore structural transitions in a high-
throughput manner, and can be used to determine functional conformational transitions 
at the entire proteome level. 
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Introduction 
Proteins are not rigid structures, but flexible and dynamic entities which adapt their 
conformations to respond to cellular stimuli, perform mechanical work, catalyse 
biochemical reactions, or interact with other macromolecules (Eisenmesser et al., 2002; 
Henzler-Wildman and Kern, 2007; Stein et al., 2011). There is a bulk of evidence 
demonstrating that flexibility is as important as structure to define the function of 
proteins (Falke, 2002; Henzler-Wildman et al., 2007; Micheletti, 2013; Orozco, 2014), 
and that evolution has made a big effort to maintain and refine the functionally-relevant 
conformational space of proteins (Leo-Macias et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2011; 
Velazquez-Muriel et al., 2009).  
Often protein flexibility arises from near-equilibrium dynamics, i.e. from the activation of 
essential deformation modes of the native structure (Bahar et al., 2010; Das et al., 
2014). In these simple cases, alternative conformations are located in a pseudo-
harmonic free energy funnel centred at the equilibrium state, and can be sampled from 
short time-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (McCammon et al., 1977), or 
even from simple coarse-grained elastic network model (ENM) calculations (Kim et al., 
2002; Yang et al., 2007). However, there are also more complex instances where 
proteins have to undergo large conformational transitions to perform their biological 
function. These distant conformers are very difficult to predict from theoretical methods 
designed to sample around equilibrium geometries of known structures. Pure force 
atomistic MD simulations are an obvious alternative in these cases (Dror et al., 2012; 
Shimamura et al., 2010), but even with specific-purpose computers, accessible time 
scale for MD moves in the sub-micro to millisecond range (Shaw et al., 2010), still far 
from the time scale of many functionally-relevant transitions. Coupling of MD 
simulations with biasing techniques (Elber and West, 2010; Elber, 2005; 2007; Laio and 
Parrinello, 2002; Perilla et al., 2010; Sfriso et al., 2012) permits to explore 
conformational transitions that happen in time scales slightly above those accessible 
from unbiased MD. These techniques are not only very CPU-demanding, but also 
require some previous knowledge on the transition pathway, which limits their 
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applicability for predicting unknown protein conformations, or to determine new 
conformational pathways.  
It is clear that, while waiting for more accurate force-fields, better biasing techniques 
and faster computers, the only way to explore the vast conformational space is to 
incorporate experimental restraints into the theoretical calculations (Chen and Hub, 
2014; Seeliger and de Groot, 2010; van den Bedem et al., 2013). Thus, structural data 
derived from electron microscopy, NMR or X-ray crystallography, have been used to 
help theoretical methods to trace large transitions, able to capture different 
conformational states, typically by defining the start and end conformations of the 
protein (Beckstein et al., 2009; Sfriso et al., 2012; Weiss and Levitt, 2009; Whitford et 
al., 2007). Unfortunately, this paradigm of integration of experiment and simulation is 
applicable only when at least one distant alternative conformation of the target protein is 
known. In other words, we have powerful methods to explore structural states within 
transition paths between two known conformers, but such methods cannot identify 
alternative functionally relevant conformations. 
Coevolutionary data have been used as a source of indirect structural information on 
proteins allowing, in very favourable cases, the determination of the folded state (Hopf 
et al., 2012; 2015; Jones et al., 2015; Marks et al., 2011; 2012; Michel et al., 2014; 
Morcos et al., 2011), and the trace of simple open-to-close transitions (Morcos et al., 
2013). Here, we further explore the power of coevolutionary signal to guide theoretical 
methods in the search for conformational ensembles and alternative functionally 
relevant conformations.  
We present an automated protocol where coevolution contacts are filtered, and 
introduced as ensemble-restraints in coarse-grained discrete molecular dynamics 
(dMD) simulations, which are able to detect alternative functionally relevant 
conformations. We validate the predictive power of the method on an exhaustive set of 
alternative structural states extracted from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). We found that 
in 76% of proteins studied the protocol is capable of finding an alternative conformer. 
Finally, we assess the general applicability of our method to explore conformational 
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transitions of varying complexity, including a prediction of PASK.serine/threonine protein 
kinase conformers. Predicted conformers can be found at mmb.pcb.ub.es/CBDMD/. 
Results and Discussion 
The protocol developed, as outlined in Figure 1, is based on four consecutive steps. 
First, we performed direct coupling analysis (DCA) (Weigt et al., 2009) on a multiple 
sequence alignment, selecting those coevolving pairs of residues that are not in contact 
in the native structure, and which might thus be informative of alternative protein 
conformations. In a second step, we cleaned the DCA output to remove uninformative 
or impossible contact pairs. To this end, we used dMD (Proctor et al., 2011; Sfriso et al., 
2015) to bring coevolution pairs close in space (one independent dMD simulation for 
each pair), up-ranking viable trajectories leading to conformations that are coherent with 
the rest of the coevolution map (see Figure S1). In a third step, after selecting the most 
informative coevolution pairs, we built structure-based models (SBM) (Taketomi et al., 
1988; Tozzini, 2005; Ueda et al., 1978; Whitford et al., 2007) to perform coevolution-
biased discrete molecular dynamics (cb-dMD) simulations. Finally, we clustered and 
analysed the trajectories to generate an ensemble of representative conformers, which 
are expected to represent the functionally relevant conformational landscape of the 
protein (see Methods for further details). 
Sufficient coevolutionary information enables systematic detection of alternative 
conformers 
To validate the method, we explored its ability to detect known alternative conformations 
in a set of proteins with more than one structure available in the PDB (Berman et al., 
2000), ensuring sufficient protein coverage and coevolutionary signal by filtering out 
sequences with less than 2,000 members in the alignment (Figure S2). A robust non-
trivial validation test was defined by filtering out pairs of structures separated by less 
than 3 Å in RMSD, since these limited conformational transitions could be captured by 
standard equilibrium-dynamics methodologies. Redundant proteins (sequence identity > 
70 %) were also discarded. The resulting validation set contained 105 proteins. We 
labelled two source structures (A/B) per protein, defining a total of 210 transitions to be 
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determined (when more than two conformers were found in databases, we selected the 
two with best sequence coverage, provided they were at a distance > 3 Å) (Figure 2A). 
We ran our method on the source structures and after clustering each trajectory we 
retrieved 10 representative conformers. In 13 of the 105 proteins, none of the predicted 
conformers satisfied any exclusive coevolution contact and we excluded them from the 
validation set. These 13 proteins corresponded mainly to closed-to-open transitions, 
that our coevolution-based method is not suitable to reproduce them since the sampling 
engine requires unique coevolved contacts in the alternative conformers. The final 
validation set contained 92 proteins corresponding to 140 source structures (195 
transitions) (Table S1 and Figure 2A), each of them yielding an ensemble of 10 
conformers with coevolving residues forming new contacts. Then, we checked whether 
these conformers approached the experimental ones by measuring the RMSD, and 
also, we compared the overlap of the expected transition (between two known 
endpoints A and B) with the transition from the source structure to a predicted 
conformer. For benchmark purposes, we computed an experimental P-value of the 
overlap obtained with our protocol using a background distribution of overlaps (obtained 
from a converged equilibrium simulation; see Methods). Cases with a high overlap (P < 
0.05) between predicted and expected conformers were considered to be successful.  
Under the criteria explained above, we recalled at least one known alternative 
conformation for 59% of the source structures (Figure 2C), consistently approaching the 
target state (Figure 2E), mostly detecting one conformer per case (Figure 2F), and 
being on average 4.5 of the 10 predicted poses relevant (Figure 2G). Overall, we 
identified alternative conformers in 70 of the 92 proteins considered, leading to a 
success rate of the 76% (Figure 2D). Therefore, when B-to-A and A-to-B transitions 
were both studied it was very likely that we identified alternative conformers, particularly 
in open-close motions (83%). Worst performances were achieved for domain rotation 
movements (69% success), where the formation of new coevolution contacts is less 
concerted, or barely existent.  
The selection step enriches in informative long-range DCA contacts informative (Figure 
3A), which is a key step in our protocol. Typically, our method accepts ~10% of original 
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DCA contacts, those with best AUC score (see Figure S1). On average, we added 
1,187 coevolution-based wells in the dMD energy potential for each simulation, which 
represents about 19% of the total potential energy interaction. The average number of 
models used to derive this SBM is 83, which are in turn used to bias the simulation (see 
Sampling strategy in Methods). The specific details for each system can be found in 
Table S2. 
The importance of the selection step is tightly related to the type of movements 
analysed above. To get further insight into this issue, we investigated the impact of the 
number of sequences on the quality of the different motions. We randomly removed 
sequences from the alignment and re-ran our protocol with 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 
5,000 and 10,000 sequences for 20 cases, spanning open-close, rotation, rotation-
close, concerted and a miscellanea of complex motions. Figure 3B shows that 
coevolutionary signal relevant to rotations steadily decreases as sequences are 
removed from the alignments, while open-close transitions are less sensitive to the 
alignment size, suggesting that the depth of coevolution information required depends 
on the characteristics of the movement and the available conformation in the PDB. 
Open-close transitions evince exclusive contacts (71 ± 50) easier than e.g. rotations (29 
± 30), and exclusive contacts in target conformation in turn differentiate successful 
cases from unsuccessful ones (Wilcoxon’s P-value 3.3·10-5). 
Not surprisingly, to obtain successful simulations in these cases larger sequence 
alignments were required: often we needed ~16k sequences to reproduce rotations. 
The average number of sequences in the successful open-close cases was only of ~8k, 
and went down to the pre-set minimum of 2k. 
Unique capacity to identify varied, non-trivial conformations 
In the validation set, of the 70 successful cases, 15 underwent open-close movements, 
11 rotations, 15 rotation-close motions, 14 concerted motions, and the remaining 16 a 
miscellanea of complex transitions. Coevolution data are thus applicable to many 
scenarios. This trait is better depicted in Figure 4, where we display transitions of varied 
extent and complexity, from helix translocations to domain-domain rearrangements. In 
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 8 
order to assess the relevance of the predictions, we compared our results to ensembles 
generated with other control methods (Figure 2H). In our hands, coil, equilibrium, and 
normal-mode analysis (NMA)-based methods were not able to capture such a spectrum 
of movements. These controls evidence the unique capacity of our approach to identify 
non-trivial alternative conformations, which reach beyond equilibrium fluctuations and 
are not accessible by essential deformation movements (as defined, for example 
through NMA). As an additional control, we implemented a direct coevolution-based 
SBM that simply uses DCA contacts as energy minima (Morcos et al., 2013). Compared 
to ours, this direct technique showed less accurate results (Figures 2H and 2I), which 
advocates for the relevance of the filtering step included in our protocol.  
Following the observation above, we studied in more detail the contribution of the 
aforementioned filtering of coevolution pairs (Figure 1; pulling trajectories). In this key 
step, only coevolved pairs that lead to coherent deformations are retained. We 
observed that this filter was not critical when abundant sequences were available. For 
instance, we were able to collect 14,893 sequences for the D-ribose binding protein 
(PDB 2dri, chain A), yielding strong evolutionary signal. In this case, both our method 
and the direct incorporation of the coevolution map were able to reproduce the large 
closure from the open conformation (1ba2 A), and even to detect other transient states 
(Morcos et al., 2013) (Figure 5A). However, a similar conformational transition turned 
out to be more challenging for the direct method when fewer homologs could be 
aligned, like in the case of 5-enolpyruvulshikimate 3-phospate synthase (2,271 
sequences) (Figure 5B). Here, the unfiltered, direct inclusion of coevolving pairs was not 
able to produce any relevant movement, due to noise in the coevolution map. On the 
contrary, our method traced the long-range transition from the open (1eps A) to the 
closed state (2aay A) without erratic exploration of the conformational space. These 
results are in good agreement with our observations in Figure 3B, where a good 
proportion of the pairs relevant to protein dynamics are still retrieved with relatively 
small number of sequences aligned. In our experience, few high-quality coevolved pairs 
are necessary to robustly guide a protein dynamics, making the detection of these 
constraints decisive, and suggesting that coevolution-driven dynamics for mid-size 
families is feasible if coevolution data are carefully filtered. 
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Biased structure-based models yield smooth multi-state transitions 
A second key step for the success of our approach is the compilation of structures in the 
SBM (Figure 1; structure based model). When more than one conformation is captured 
in the coevolution footprint, or if two (or more) domains move concertedly, extracting 
information from the coevolution contacts is far from trivial and, accordingly, predicting 
functional transitions is difficult. An example of the former is the conformational 
transition undergone by E. coli adenylate kinase (4ake A to 1ake A). This kinase 
performs a coordinated two-domain closing motion (Figure 5C), where LID and AMP-
binding domains approximate in order to complete the shift from an apo to a holo state. 
This two-domain transition is nicely reproduced by our method using only one source 
structure, with no additional information on the target conformer. Capturing the two parts 
of the motion in the pulling trajectories, a unique feature of the approach, guides the 
transition even with a reduced number of sequences aligned (2,034). 
Some proteins elicit yet more complex movements following pathways through multiple 
states. If functionally relevant, these states should also be preserved by evolution, and 
thus explored and connected by our method. One clear example (Figure 5D) is the long-
chain fatty acid-CoA ligase (1ult A) motion, with two alternative structures available, 
namely 1ult B and 1v26 A. Along the trajectories, we spontaneously sampled 
configurations similar to all known alternative conformers, suggesting that our protocol 
is able to span the conformational landscape associated to the mechanism of catalysis 
(Hisanaga et al., 2004). It is worth noting that, when using the direct DCA approach 
(Morcos et al., 2013) the trajectory samples most of the time a compact conformation 
that does not resemble any of the known structures for this system. 
Conformer prediction facilitates mechanistic interpretation 
Finally, we propose predicted conformers for PAS domain of the human 
serine/threonine protein kinase (PASK). Protein kinases are important drug targets, but 
structure-based drug design is often impeded by their intrinsic flexibility(Engh and 
Bossemeyer, 2002). Fortunately, kinases are large families with lots of sequences 
available, making them a valuable example of application of our protocol. Departing 
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from the initial structure (PDB 3dls A), we gathered 21,840 sequences and proposed 10 
new conformers. Figure 6 illustrates the process of selecting a discrete number of 
conformers from the trajectory. We project each trajectory into its two first components 
(Figure 6A), and we use DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) to extract the most dense cluster 
of conformations, 5 in this case (Figure 6C). We repeat this for 10 independent 
trajectories to ensure robustness. After discarding structurally similar conformers, we 
rank the predicted conformers. We represent in Figure 6B the departing structure 
together with the top-ranked conformer. The conformational transition is moderate (4.7 
Å RMSD) and, interestingly, it approaches the ATP-binding site (blue sphere) with the 
proton acceptor site (green sphere) and the P-loop (orange), responsible for the 
phosphate transfer. The conformational landscape thus proposes a coarse, yet 
illustrative, mechanism of action. Kinase conformers, besides providing mechanistic 
insights of the phosphorylation process, could be used to test the possibility of auto-
phosphorylation either in monomers or dimers, as well as be applied in structure-based 
drug design to improve ligand docking or to spot transient druggable cavities. 
Concluding remarks 
Overall, after studying dozens of cases, we have confirmed that the echo of correlations 
in protein evolution is tightly related to dynamics constraints. By exploiting residue-
residue coevolution, we have enhanced the sampling of protein conformations, which 
are currently impossible to explore systematically by experiments. Our protocol is 
applicable to cases of varying complexity, requiring as input only a multiple sequence 
alignment of at least 2,000 sequences, and one 3D structure. We are able to detect 
alternative conformations if they show unique subsets of coevolved contacts, and in 
complex scenarios we could identify multiple states, and the paths leading from one to 
the other, giving mechanistic and functional insights on the way protein families operate.  
To visit functionally relevant states, we have seen that large multiple alignments and 
filtering of coevolution data are still crucial. In particular, we found that the selection of 
coevolution contacts was key to enable exploration of alternative conformers in cases 
with few sequences that simpler methods (Morcos et al., 2013) cannot reproduce. 
Currently, the PDB contains 270,380 structures, and we could obtain plausible multiple 
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sequence alignments for 65,349 of them (24.14%), suggesting a broad applicability of 
our method. These structures correspond to 8,813 unique proteins in 1,542 species, 
and span 1,051 (15.25%) the Pfam domains represented in the PDB (Finn et al., 2014). 
We envisage that the applicability of coevolution-based dynamics will increase even 
further in the near future, given the explosive growth of sequences databases (Khafizov 
et al., 2014), and the massive deposition of structures thanks to structural genomics 
initiatives (Khafizov et al., 2014). 
To date, coevolution analysis has been mainly applied to de novo structure prediction 
and, as protein sequences continue to accumulate, there is debate on the usefulness of 
coevolution methods for other applications (Kamisetty et al., 2013),(de Juan et al., 
2013). Recently, evolutionary information was used to understand allosteric 
mechanisms (Halabi et al., 2009) and, in this line, our findings are yet another proof of 
the importance of coevolution analysis for the structural biology community, here as a 
source of information to predict functional conformers. Interestingly, we have found that 
coevolving pairs that are relevant to dynamics rank far below those that are useful for 
protein folding (Figure S3), praising for further development of coevolution analysis 
methods, and confirming that coevolutionary pressure acts beyond the mere 
preservation of contacts in the native structure. 
 
Methods 
Multiple sequence alignments 
We use HHblits (Remmert et al., 2012) to align multiple sequences from the clustered 
UniProt database (Mar 2013). The following options are used in addition to default 
settings: -diff inf, -mact 0.5, -n 5, -cov 75 and -maxfilt 500,000. We discard alignment 
sites corresponding to gaps in the query sequence, in addition to those sites with more 
than 25% gaps along the alignment (Kamisetty et al., 2013). 
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Direct coupling analysis 
To measure residue-residue coevolution, we use DCA with default parameters: x = 0:2; 
λ = 0:5 (Weigt et al., 2009). DCA outputs a direct information (DI) score per pair of 
residues, ranking evolutionary correlation. Only coevolution pairs at a sequence 
distance >= 5 are considered. 
Selection of coevolution pairs 
Given a DI-ranked list of coevolution pairs, we keep for further analysis only the first n 
pairs that maximize the Matthew’s Correlation Coefficient (MCC) resulting from the 
prediction of contacts (< 10 Å) in the initial structure. Given a list of n selected 
coevolution pairs, MCC is calculated as: 
(Eq.1) 𝑀𝐶𝐶 =  𝑇𝑃×𝑇𝑁−𝐹𝑃×𝐹𝑁
√(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)(𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁)(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃)(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁)
 
where TP is the number of contacts in the selected list, while FP corresponds to the 
selected pairs that are not in contact, TN to the non-selected pairs that are not in 
contact, and FN to contacts that have not been selected. The intuitive interpretation of 
this step is that we extend to larger number of DCA contacts (ordered by their DI-score) 
while they are still informative about the initial structure.  
Exploratory conformational sampling based on coevolution 
Coevolution pairs that are far apart in the initial structure are used to guide an initial, 
exploratory conformational sampling. Concretely, we run a pulling trajectory for each 
distant coevolution pair i-j using discrete Molecular Dynamics (dMD). According to the 
standard dMD algorithm, the protein Hamiltonian is defined as a series of flat square 
wells (in this case Go-like single well, see Figure S4 and (Emperador et al., 2008a)), 
and particles (CD) move at constant velocity until a collision occurs, where momentum 
and energy conservation rules are enforced. The dMD algorithm avoids femtosecond 
scale integration of Newton’s equations of motion, dramatically improving computational 
efficiency (Emperador et al., 2008b; Orozco et al., 2011; Shirvanyants et al., 2012). To 
favour the formation of coevolutionary contacts (i-j) we bias the trajectory by inverting 
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velocities of particles i and j every 100 simulation steps if i and j are not approaching 
each other, and keeping them unaltered otherwise (we consider that two residues are in 
contact if they are at less than 10 Å). We permissively maintain the trajectory for 
downstream analysis if i-j are in contact at some point of the trajectory.  
Selection of compelling pulling trajectories 
From a functional viewpoint, of all the preliminary trajectories generated above, the 
most interesting ones are those that are in better agreement with the coevolutionary 
signature. To evaluate the coincidence between trajectories and coevolution maps, we 
check whether contacts spontaneously established along the pulling trajectory (k-l, 
where k,l ≠ i,j are indeed coevolution pairs. For this, we compute receiver-operating 
characteristic curves (ROC; Sensitivity vs 1 - Specificity) to quantify the agreement 
between conformations generated in the trajectory and the list of n coevolution pairs (we 
filter out those contacts at <= 6.5 Å to exclude trivial trajectories). In this framework, the 
ROC space is defined as follows: 
(Eq. 2) 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 
(Eq. 3) 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑇𝑁
𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
 
where TP counts contacts generated along the trajectory that are in turn selected 
coevolution pairs, FN is the number of coevolution pairs that are not in contact along the 
trajectory, TN are the pairs that are not in contact during the trajectory and, accordingly, 
are not coevolution pairs, and FP are the pairs that are in contact but do not coevolve. 
The area under the resulting ROC curve (AUC) provides a means to compare and rank 
the coherence between trajectories and the coevolutionary fingerprint. To select those 
trajectories that best coincide with the coevolution signal, we retain instances exceeding 
1.5 of the Inter Quartile Range (IQR) in the AUC distribution (see Figure S1). In these 
cases, we keep the last frame of each trajectory. The retained trajectories thus yield a 
set of seed conformations (nmodels) to be used in downstream analysis. 
Structure-based modelling 
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Given the pulling trajectories described above, we build a multiple structure-based 
model (SBM) that would enable a single dMD trajectory to explore the nmodels 
ensemble. To this aim, we shape particle-particle interactions to reflect the variability 
spanned by exploratory trajectories. Concretely, we take the original PDB and the last 
snapshot of the accepted pulling trajectories, and describe the potential energy 
interactions by means of double-well square potentials when a pair of particles i-j 
distance change across the ensemble of structures, and single-well square potential 
otherwise. The wells are centred at 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑃𝐷𝐵 (the distance in the initial PDB structure), and, 
when needed, a second one centred at the coevolution interaction distance between 
residues i-j (𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑣 ; Eq. 4). To set 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑣 we consider all nmodels i-j distances coming 
from the accepted pulling trajectories. To increase the importance of short-distance 
contacts, which could be obscured by larger ones, we introduce a weight factor in the 
averaging (𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘 ; Eq. 5).   
If nmodels is the number of structures used to build the SBM, the centre of the 
coevolution well 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑣 is:  
(Eq.4) 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑣  =  ∑ (
𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑘
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑘𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠
𝑘=1
)𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑘=1 𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑘 
(Eq. 5) 𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘 =  
1
(𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑘)3−(2𝑅𝐻𝐶)3
 
where 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘 is the residues i-j distance in the kth model, and the hard-core radius of the 
particles RHC is 2 Å. 
  
For wells representing the initial PDB distance, energy depth is 𝐸(𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑃𝐷𝐵) =  −0.30 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙/
𝑚𝑜𝑙, a value that was adjusted to keep stable conformations for proteins at 300 K.To 
favour robust coevolutionary signal, we deepen the associated depth by a factor H= 
1.05 every time the coevolution interaction coincides with the internal distance in a 
given model k ( 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘  ≈ 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑣 ). So, if N is the number of models contributing to i-j 
coevolution interaction, the energy associated to the well is: 
 (Eq. 6)  𝐸(𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑣) = −𝜀𝑁0.30 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙/𝑚𝑜𝑙 
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This discriminates coevolution contacts that are observed few times with respect to the 
ones observed in several models. 
Sampling strategy 
We adapted our GOdMD protocol (Sfriso et al., 2013) to explore the conformations 
captured in the multiple SBM. For this purpose, the biasing scheme was modified to visit 
multiple target states instead of reaching a single one. We construct the 𝛤 function (Eq. 
7) to bias the trajectory towards the distinct protein poses captured in the multiple SBM. 
𝛤  reflects the variability in the SBM by summing up the internal distances of the 
accepted nmodels, being 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘  the internal distance of i-j pair in the kth model: 
(Eq. 7) Γ =  ∑ ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑖,𝑗𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑘  
where 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑘  is a Kronecker’s variable taken a value of 0 whenever a pair of particles are at 
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑣 distance or shorter, and 1 otherwise. 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑘  is used to permanently eliminate the bias 
towards a given model k when all coevolution wells of this model were visited, which 
favours multiple state exploration. If, despite the use of 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑘 , no progress was observed in 
the simulations (i.e. no novel coevolution-based wells were explored) we deactivate 
temporarily (5000 t.u.) the biasing scheme to facilitate relaxation and escape from 
stationary points. Therefore, the sampling strategy consists in evaluating the Γ function 
at every ∆t  = 10 t.u. of free dynamics to check if the trajectory is sampling the 
conformational space revealed by coevolving residues. Accordingly, we accept with 
probability 𝑝(Γ): 
(Eq. 8)  𝑝(Γ) = {
1, Γ𝑡 < Γ𝑡−∆𝑡
𝑒−𝛽(Γ𝑡−Γ𝑡−∆𝑡)
2
, Γ𝑡 ≥ Γ𝑡−∆𝑡
 
the latest ∆t of the trajectory, ensuring an exhaustive sampling of the accessible 
coevolution wells. Ewas introduced to keep acceptation rate at suitable values (50-80%) 
(Sfriso et al., 2013). To further improve the computational efficiency, the GOdMD 
algorithm introduces an additional metadynamics procedure (Barducci et al., 2011; Laio 
and Parrinello, 2002), which penalizes any visited well by gradually reducing their depth 
(for further details see (Sfriso et al., 2013)). 
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Selection of representative structures 
We obtain an estimate of the conformational space by running ten independent GOdMD 
trajectories. We then reduce the dimensionality of the conformational space sampled by 
projecting the snapshots to the two first Principal Components of the trajectory. Finally, 
we use DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) to extract the density clusters from the 2D 
projection of the trajectory and identify a representative structure for each cluster. This 
yields a set of key structures for each trajectory. We obtain a manageable ensemble of 
structures by eliminating redundant ones using the GROMOS-clustering algorithm, 
implemented in the GROMACS package (Daura et al., 1999; Hess et al., 2008). In order 
to identify the most promising structures in this ensemble we recycle the AUC score to 
evaluate the best protein poses according to coevolution. We select the top 10 poses 
for the validation of the method.  
Evaluating the representative structures  
To benchmark our method, we compare the predicted alternative structures to those 
deposited in the PDB. We first check the overlap (Eq. 9) between the experimental 
transition and the sampled one (a value of 1 in the overlap means that the deformation 
required to move from the reference structure and the simulated alternative 
conformation is the same than that required to achieve the experimental alternative 
conformers): 
(Eq. 9) cos 𝛼 = |𝝂·𝑻|
‖𝑻‖‖𝝂‖
 
where 𝝂 is the sampled transition vector and T is the transition vector expected from 
experimental structures. 
The second metric used is the minimum RMSD to target obtained after evaluating the 
10 proposed alternative conformations. 
Supporting simulations 
We run controls to test (a) the impact of the quality of DCA contacts, (b) the significance 
of our SBM, and (c) the significance of the complete protocol. Regarding (a), we adapt 
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the algorithm by Morcos et al. (Morcos et al., 2013) into the discrete molecular 
dynamics framework. That is, we use pairs from the ranked DCA list directly as single 
minima at 𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 8.0Å , complementing a standard Go-like model. To evaluate the 
importance of the SBM (b), we test the robustness of our protocol by replacing DCA 
pairs with random pairs. From all possible random pairs, we only consider those at i-j >= 
5, and at a distance > 12 Å, and with them we reproduce each step of our protocol. In 
order to build a multiple-state SBM, we only consider pairs of residues that establish a 
contact at some point of the pulling trajectory. Finally, to assess the full protocol (c), we 
compare the ensemble generated with our method with those generated with standard 
techniques: equilibrium simulations, Normal Mode Analysis (NMA) and a random-coil 
model. Random coil models consist on hard-core interactions (RHC = 2 Å) and bonded 
interactions to maintain consecutive CD’s at 3.8 Å. NMA-based ensemble is generated 
by following the top 10 normal modes of the source structure individually. We collect 
100 structures per eigenvector in both directions, after a relaxation step (Camps et al., 
2009; Orellana et al., 2010). Details for equilibrium simulations using SBM can be found 
elsewhere (Clementi et al., 2000; Emperador et al., 2008a). 
P-value calculation 
We run long equilibrium simulations for each case using the Go-like model to describe 
near-equilibrium protein flexibility. We consider 10,000 structures from the equilibrium 
trajectory and compute the overlap of each of them to the known transition. Then we 
use this as background distribution to assess the significance of the overlap obtained 
using our coevolution-based protocol. We compute the experimental P-value as the 
ratio at which instances with higher overlap values are sampled in the background 
distribution.  
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Figure Legends 
Figure 1. Method summary 
The protocol uses (1) raw coevolution DCA scores to (2) test the accessibility of each of residue pair in 
the structure by means of an initial conformational sampling. Individual trajectories are accepted when 
they show better coincidence with coevolution information than a threshold (area under the ROC curve, 
see Methods). If consistency is observed between coevolution data and the conformational sampling, we 
(3) incorporate the corresponding pairs of residues into structure-based models. Coevolution pairs are 
reflected in the models by favourable energy interactions, exploring the conformational landscape 
accordingly. Implicitly, this approach filters noise in the DCA signal, and reveals the protein ensemble 
encoded by coevolution. Finally, we (4) select distinct conformations from the dMD simulations in order to 
provide a small set of structures that is representative of the conformational landscape. 
Figure 2. Method Validation 
(A) Flowchart of the validation set selection. From the PDB, we kept ensembles with at least 99% 
sequence coverage in one of the structures. ‘Accepted’ refers to cases not discarded a priori. (B) Distinct 
trajectories reproduced by our method. The bars count the number of transitions, and the blue shades 
quantify the number of successful cases (a case was considered as such when at least one of the top-10 
conformations largely overlapped the expected transition (P < 0.05)). (C) Similarly, performance is 
evaluated when at least one alternative conformation is found, departing from a source PDB structure. In 
this case, the blue bar over the yellow one denotes that for 59% of the source structures we could identify 
at one alternative conformer. (D) Finally, results analysed at the protein level, i.e. departing either from A 
or B structures, here the success rate is 79%. E) Our method (cb-dMD) is compared to an implementation 
that directly incorporates all DCA pairs (Morcos et al., 2013), (Dir) as energy minima, to a Go-like 
equilibrium simulation (Eq), to a normal-mode guided sampling (NM), and to a background random coil 
polymer (Coil). Here, overlaps and RMSD along the trajectory are displayed, to avoid the impact of the 
clustering step, which would penalize controls. (F) Success rate (P < 0.05) of cb-dMD compared to direct 
incorporation of DCA pairs. (G) Initial distance of the source structure to the target one vs the distance 
after running the pipeline. In dark blue we highlight successful simulations (significant overlap). (H) For 
the successful cases, the expected and retrieved alternative conformers. This sketch outlines a scenario 
where two of the two expected conformations are approached. The most common scenario (denoted with 
the bigger circle) is that of only one alternative conformer being approached. Similarly, (I) represents the 
number of poses inside the top-10 ensemble that are close to a known conformation. Here, the sketch 
represents a case where 6 of the 10 poses are close to known alternative structures.  
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Figure 3. Sequence number effect and selection of coevolution pairs 
(A) Enrichment in dynamic coevolution pairs among the selected list, compared to the DCA list after 
removing native contact pairs. Dynamic coevolution pairs are those pairs of residues that are not in 
contact in the source structure but are proximal in the target structure. Lines in the plot are the average of 
the benchmarked trajectories: in general, thus, the filtering step selects pairs that will be useful to guide 
the molecular simulation towards the target state. (B) Coevolutionary signal kept depending on the 
number of sequences and the type of motion: for simpler open-close transitions fewer sequences are 
needed compared to rotation motions, where only few contacts per conformer are exclusive. Sequences 
were randomly removed from initial alignments. Retrieved dynamic pairs correspond to pairs that were 
accepted in the pulling trajectories. 
Figure 4. Representative space of captured movements. 
Gray structures represent the departing structure, while pink structures correspond to an alternative 
conformation reported in the PDB. Blue structures show the closest predicted alternative conformer. We 
manually selected transitions in a range of overlap with the normal modes of the initial structure (vertical 
axis), and the relative change of the radius of gyration (RG; horizontal axis). Therefore, the bottom-left 
area of the figure corresponds to large overlaps to the normal modes (> 0.80) and compaction (∆RG ≈ -
10-20%) of the structure. Note that low NM and large ∆RG motions are particularly challenging for our 
protocol due to the scarcity of unique contacts in alternative structures. Length of the bar below each 
ensemble is proportional to the RMSD between the two experimental structures. The blue bar represents 
the proportion of this distance travelled in the simulation.  
Figure 5. Detailed case examples. 
Bidimensional histograms of sampled structures; in the x-axis, we show the radius of gyration (RG), and 
in the y-axis the distance to the initial structure. In each panel, the left plot represents our results, 
displaying relevant structures. The upper-right plot corresponds to simulations obtained upon the direct 
selection of top-ranked DCA pairs, without the filter based on pulling trajectories. The bottom-right plot 
displays the trajectory obtained upon random coevolution maps (see Methods), illustrating the relevance 
of the coevolution signal. (A) Starting from 1ba2, we visited all known alternative configurations, including 
relevant intermediates, in good agreement with results obtained by others (Morcos et al., 2013). (B) On 
the contrary, we could only observe the closing trajectory of 1eps after filtering coevolution contacts, as 
uniquely done by our method. (C) In the two-domain motion departing from 4ake, the integration of 
multiple structures in the SBM was crucial to coordinate the transition. (D) Departing from 1ult A, we 
predicted a domain rotation, involving a rich conformational repertoire that was partially validated by 
structures deposited in the PDB. 
Figure 6. PASK conformers 
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(A) Two dimensional projection of a trajectory into its two first components (PC1, PC2) (see Methods; 
Selection of representative structures). Colored dots indicate belonging to an automatically identified 
cluster, 5 in this example. A sketch of a generic kinase-substrate phosphorylation mechanism is depicted 
on top of the plot. (B) Best-ranked conformer (pink) together with the initial structure (white). Blue and 
green spheres represent ATP-binding site and proton acceptor site, respectively. (C) Best ranked 
conformer (I), and the complete cluster ensemble for this trajectory. These are the proposed models that 
can be extended up to 10 using independent replicas. 
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Supplementary Table S1 (related to Results section)
UniprotAC Res Seqs Motion Source PDB Target PDB RMSD ini RMSD fin Overlap P-value Backward
A2RJ53 560 6511 Open-Close 3drj_A 3drf_A 5.566 1.259 0.993 0 Not tested
3rya_A 5.007 1.575 0.984 0 Not tested
B4DX16 246 38383 Open-Close 3o50_A 3o51_A 5.291 5.985 -0.072 0.674 No
246 38383 Open-Close 3o51_A 3o50_A 5.291 4.165 0.826 0.097 No
D0VWV5 112 7500 Rotation-Close 2auc_A 2auc_C 5.133 3.926 0.276 0.338 No
121 8232 Rotation-Close 2auc_C 2auc_A 5.133 4.053 0.579 0.2 No
O28769 110 14758 Other 3zcc_A 3zcc_B 6.046 3.396 0.866 0.05 Not tested
3zrx_B 6.067 3.378 0.852 0.059 Not tested
O30147 479 22325 Concerted 3g7s_A 3g7s_B 10.855 3.598 0.964 0 Yes
477 22772 Concerted 3g7s_B 3g7s_A 10.855 6.844 0.857 0 Yes
O33539 247 5043 Rotation-Close 2g7u_A 2g7u_B 15.742 5.99 0.98 0 No
246 5044 Rotation-Close 2g7u_B 2g7u_A 15.742 15.069 0.598 0.574 Yes
O34757 211 32253 Rotation 3gie_B 3ehf_A 3.812 8.464 -0.241 0.739 Not tested
3ehj_A 15.196 10.871 0.741 0.004 Not tested
3gif_A 9.092 12 -0.157 0.793 No
207 38689 Rotation 3gif_A 3ehf_A 5.766 4.46 0.485 0.297 Not tested
3ehf_B 8.616 5.271 0.806 0.131 Not tested
3ehj_A 18.642 8.416 0.83 0.111 Not tested
3gie_B 9.092 7.134 0.512 0.327 No
O43293 275 30510 Other 3bqr_A 3bhy_A 6.195 2.831 0.903 0 Not tested
O66490 202 2189 Concerted 2rh5_A 3sr0_B 5.557 4.594 0.703 0.014 Not tested
O66950 334 2780 Rotation-Close 2gsz_B 2gsz_C 6.436 7.131 0.364 0.142 No
334 2780 Rotation-Close 2gsz_C 2gsz_B 6.436 8.585 -0.303 0.673 No
O68014 303 23009 Rotation 3k1p_A 3k1p_B 20.975 14.375 0.912 0.229 No
303 23009 Rotation 3k1p_B 3k1p_A 20.975 21.699 0.701 0.743 No
O94804 285 33561 Other 2j7t_A 4aot_B 6.018 3.199 0.854 0 No
279 33014 Other 4aot_B 2j7t_A 6.018 6.264 -0.041 0.638 Yes
4aot_A 5.228 5.498 0.367 0.689 Not tested
P00004 104 2760 Concerted 3nbs_C 1crc_A 15.563 7.345 0.928 0.021 Not tested
3nbt_B 4.997 5.652 0.489 0.392 Yes
104 2760 Concerted 3nbt_B 1crc_A 14.913 3.257 0.975 0 Not tested
3nbs_C 4.997 8.078 0.461 0.039 No
P00519 270 34999 Other 3ue4_A 2hyy_B 5.132 5.561 0.094 0.195 Not tested
2hyy_C 3.951 4.668 0.113 0.113 Not tested
P01837 214 5386 Concerted 1nby_A 1orq_A 4.556 7 -0.716 0.948 Not tested
P02586 158 8088 Rotation-Close 1a2x_A 1tcf_A 11.718 11.053 0.386 0.144 No
1tcf_A 11.718 11.053 0.386 0.144 No
156 8129 Rotation-Close 1tcf_A 1a2x_A 11.718 9.714 0.501 0.309 No
P02633 76 14005 Concerted 1ht9_A 1boc_A 12.999 8.092 0.684 0.144 Not tested
1kcy_A 12.187 6.56 0.761 0.044 Not tested
1n65_A 12.549 6.905 0.671 0.204 Not tested
P02911 238 11631 Open-Close 2lao_A 1lst_A 4.699 1.943 0.936 0.004 Not tested
P02924 299 13217 Rotation-Close 2wrz_A 1abe_A 4.095 2.578 0.946 0.001 Not tested
2wrz_B 9.8 9.059 0.191 0.501 Yes
294 13214 Rotation-Close 2wrz_B 1abe_A 10.348 3.565 0.884 0.03 Not tested
2wrz_A 9.8 5.192 0.918 0 No
P02925 271 14893 Open-Close 1ba2_A 2dri_A 6.192 1.52 0.993 0 Not tested
P03012 119 3677 Other 2gm5_A 2gm5_D 5.09 1.778 0.967 0 No
114 2657 Other 2gm5_D 2gm5_A 5.09 5.755 0.24 0.382 Yes
P04816 345 6215 Open-Close 1usg_A 1usi_A 7.142 2.162 0.988 0 Not tested
P06787 146 8330 Concerted 1lkj_A 2lhi_A 13.35 8.793 0.856 0.01 Not tested
P08659 540 21794 Open-Close 1ba3_A 4g36_B 6.426 9.213 0.2 0.407 No
4g37_A 8.211 3.061 0.933 0 Not tested
543 21285 Open-Close 4g36_B 1ba3_A 6.426 7.15 0.071 0.356 No
4g37_A 9.877 8.478 0.624 0 Not tested
P0A6D3 427 2271 Rotation-Close 1eps_A 2aay_A 7.588 2.638 0.925 0.001 Not tested
P0A6Y8 600 2353 Concerted 2kho_A 4b9q_C 34.563 25.746 0.629 0.134 Not tested
P0A9P4 320 8425 Rotation 1cl0_A 1f6m_E 7.292 6.898 0.247 0.823 Yes
320 8425 Rotation 1f6m_E 1cl0_A 7.292 1.843 0.978 0 No
P0ACJ8 199 6701 Rotation-Close 3hif_B 3hif_D 3.856 3.776 0.733 0.007 Not tested
3ryr_B 11.614 10.219 0.454 0.256 Yes
Table S1
202 6691 Rotation-Close 3ryr_B 3hif_B 11.614 9.078 0.553 0.015 No
4bh9_A 4.182 8.468 -0.109 0.607 Not tested
P0AEQ3 220 12533 Open-Close 1ggg_A 1wdn_A 5.338 1.788 0.984 0 Not tested
P0AEX9 370 5553 Concerted 2d21_A 1anf_A 8.517 5.562 0.866 0 Not tested
3mq9_B 7.791 8.663 0.523 0.043 Not tested
P16333 98 2308 Concerted 2ci8_A 2ci9_A 17.573 7.421 0.901 0.055 Not tested
P20449 375 20092 Open-Close 3rrm_A 3pey_A 5.406 4.563 0.824 0.023 Not tested
P23443 255 22913 Other 3a60_B 3a61_A 5.681 2.413 0.928 0 No
255 22913 Other 3a61_A 3a60_B 5.681 6.412 -0.008 0.745 Yes
P23843 517 6940 Open-Close 3tch_A 3tcf_A 5.135 1.392 0.986 0 Not tested
P24182 443 2604 Open-Close 4hr7_A 2w6n_B 4.946 1.926 0.974 0.007 Not tested
3rup_A 6.747 1.827 0.966 0.014 Not tested
P26368 195 7003 Concerted 2yh0_A 3vah_A 16.268 14.068 -0.103 0.739 No
3vah_B 13.417 13.153 0.849 0 Yes
174 7876 Rotation 3vah_A 2yh0_A 16.268 12.875 0.329 0.443 No
3vah_B 9.255 7.953 0.732 0.199 No
174 7876 Rotation 3vah_B 2yh0_A 13.417 11.008 0.809 0.016 Yes
3vah_A 9.255 12.098 0.744 0.056 No
P35670 141 4539 Other 2koy_A 2arf_A 4.803 5.281 0.51 0.02 Not tested
P35956 194 2262 Rotation-Close 3hph_A 3hpg_C 14.036 11.45 0.372 0.029 Not tested
3hph_C 14.2 13.5 0.312 0.102 Not tested
P38505 134 8556 Concerted 1jfj_A 1jfk_A 13.18 7.567 0.637 0.416 Yes
2nxq_B 16.08 15.684 0.091 0.378 Not tested
134 8556 Concerted 1jfk_A 1jfj_A 13.18 10.646 0.36 0 No
2nxq_B 15.91 15.545 -0.292 0.936 Not tested
P44490 233 5137 Other 3duv_A 3duv_B 5.958 3.853 0.774 0.004 Not tested
P49258 148 8675 Rotation-Close 2lmt_A 2lmu_A 11.998 10.463 0.13 0.763 Not tested
2lmv_A 13.566 7.452 0.863 0.012 No
147 8631 Rotation-Close 2lmv_A 2lmt_A 13.566 12.223 0.026 0.438 Yes
2lmu_A 11.593 11.444 0.74 0.052 Not tested
P52934 123 51217 Other 1dz3_A 1qmp_B 7.745 7.891 0.609 0.421 Not tested
1qmp_C 9.176 7.646 0.614 0.417 Not tested
P53141 148 8699 Other 1m46_A 1n2d_A 13.2 4.928 0.961 0.049 No
1n2d_B 12.96 5.326 0.922 0.172 Not tested
147 8627 Other 1n2d_A 1m46_A 13.2 12.449 0.636 0.416 Yes
P53355 184 31997 Other 2y4p_B 2yak_A 5.856 2.725 0.944 0.005 No
184 31997 Other 2yak_A 2y4p_B 5.856 5.833 0.166 0.932 Yes
P60338 373 2166 Open-Close 1aip_A 1exm_A 11.578 9.581 0.782 0.001 Not tested
P62158 148 8379 Rotation-Close 2l53_A 2ll7_A 17.018 7.199 0.953 0 Yes
4gow_D 16.975 7.302 0.953 0 Not tested
148 8379 Rotation-Close 2ll7_A 2l53_A 17.018 13.274 0.801 0 Yes
151 8131 Rotation-Close 4djc_A 1xfv_P 8.999 7.876 0.52 0.229 Not tested
2k0e_A 7.212 4.921 0.816 0.079 Not tested
2ll7_A 16.906 6.426 0.946 0 Not tested
P62330 160 22689 Other 3n5c_B 3pcr_B 8.771 6.194 0.752 0.03 Not tested
P63526 445 22887 Rotation 3ipl_A 3ipl_B 4.879 5.956 0.39 0.119 Yes
445 22873 Rotation 3ipl_B 3ipl_A 4.879 7.058 0.761 0.23 No
P67665 290 22951 Rotation-Close 3isp_A 3isp_B 15.44 19.342 -0.364 0.837 Yes
263 21802 Rotation-Close 3isp_B 3isp_A 15.44 5.87 0.956 0 No
P69441 214 2034 Concerted 4ake_A 1ake_A 7.131 2.417 0.932 0 Not tested
P71086 143 3215 Other 2fe3_B 3f8n_A 14.954 10.2 0.763 0 No
137 3223 Other 3f8n_A 2fe3_B 14.954 12.535 0.411 0.239 Yes
P72322 210 6564 Open-Close 1ft9_A 1ft9_B 7.025 8.033 -0.476 0.805 No
206 6607 Open-Close 1ft9_B 1ft9_A 7.025 7.291 0.196 0.538 No
P83734 333 5548 Open-Close 2pkf_B 2pkk_A 5.774 3.198 0.919 0 Not tested
P94678 296 22966 Rotation-Close 3fxr_B 3fzj_A 18.641 23.191 -0.097 0.722 Not tested
Q08AH3 532 21346 Rotation 3gpc_A 2vze_C 10.142 5.502 0.861 0 Not tested
Q0S167 252 5029 Rotation 2o0y_C 2o0y_B 14.024 14.434 0.2 0.627 Not tested
2o0y_D 16.699 14.977 0.258 0.562 Yes
250 5041 Rotation 2o0y_D 2o0y_C 16.699 7.696 0.933 0.001 No
Q15717 168 8936 Rotation 4ed5_A 4egl_A 14.445 10.506 0.57 0.043 Yes
164 8934 Rotation 4egl_A 4ed5_A 14.445 7.083 0.682 0 Yes
Q180H4 109 4192 Other 3ivp_C 3ivp_D 11.137 9.247 0.624 0.026 No
112 3803 Other 3ivp_D 3ivp_C 11.137 8.703 0.59 0.128 Yes
Q1GKY2 249 5004 Rotation-Close 3r4k_C 3r4k_D 15.924 15.154 0.485 0.251 Yes
247 5014 Rotation-Close 3r4k_D 3r4k_C 15.924 5.241 0.964 0 No
Q26069 145 8570 Rotation 3pn7_E 3ts5_B 4.591 6.039 0.39 0.55 No
142 8655 Rotation 3ts5_B 3pn7_E 4.591 8.918 0.579 0.097 No
Q2F1F8 244 5023 Concerted 2ia2_C 2ia2_A 17.328 14.404 0.664 0.307 Not tested
Q2SZE4 303 6565 Concerted 3b1o_B 3b1o_A 5.438 2.403 0.964 0 Not tested
3b1q_C 4.609 1.706 0.953 0 Not tested
3b1r_A 6.555 2.149 0.959 0 Not tested
Q311G8 126 56541 Concerted 3cg0_A 3cg0_C 17.838 5.835 0.946 0.001 Not tested
Q41560 109 3895 Other 1gme_B 1gme_A 5.057 5.38 0.202 0.549 Not tested
Q50224 137 48127 Rotation 3asd_A 3as4_A 6.789 4.973 0.881 0 Not tested
Q5F9M1 235 11992 Open-Close 3zsf_G 2yln_A 5.596 1.859 0.969 0 Not tested
Q5HKZ1 134 10510 Other 4hbl_A 4hbl_B 6.547 4.389 0.927 0 No
4hbl_C 5.899 5.148 0.852 0 Not tested
137 10431 Other 4hbl_B 4hbl_A 6.547 7.027 0.563 0.067 Yes
Q5KWZ7 504 2472 Rotation 2v7y_A 4ani_D 12.448 12.611 -0.043 0.904 Not tested
4ani_G 18.435 16.688 0.712 0.189 No
504 2472 Rotation 4ani_G 2v7y_A 18.435 17.014 0.723 0.423 No
Q5LAQ6 250 2021 Other 3d1l_A 3d1l_B 5.415 4.247 0.814 0 Yes
252 2498 Other 3d1l_B 3d1l_A 5.415 8.945 0.556 0.002 Yes
Q5SI82 445 2151 Open-Close 2dhr_D 4eiw_A 4.96 5.966 0.596 0.223 No
458 2153 Open-Close 4eiw_A 2dhr_D 4.96 5.165 0.138 0.3 No
Q5SKN9 533 22610 Rotation-Close 1ult_A 1ult_B 4.596 5.71 0.857 0 Not tested
1v26_A 8.215 3.842 0.909 0 Not tested
Q6PJG0 215 3383 Rotation 1jvk_A 1jvk_B 9.527 7.98 0.794 0.04 Not tested
Q72KM1 253 2020 Concerted 3d8r_A 3d8n_A 8.263 5.033 0.751 0.017 Not tested
3d8t_B 11.025 5.05 0.92 0 No
249 2042 Concerted 3d8t_B 3d8n_A 4.581 3.456 0.587 0.151 Not tested
3d8r_A 11.025 6.19 0.48 0.188 Yes
Q7A2Q1 208 13541 Rotation 4if4_A 4gvp_C 7.845 5.233 0.597 0.246 Not tested
4if4_D 12.178 9.156 0.9 0.035 No
208 13541 Rotation 4if4_D 4gvp_C 11.75 7.233 0.928 0.033 Not tested
4if4_A 12.178 9.971 0.873 0.071 Yes
Q83E11 432 2272 Open-Close 3roi_B 3slh_A 4.679 2.122 0.966 0 Not tested
4egr_A 4.517 2.049 0.96 0 Not tested
Q8DT64 380 9963 Rotation-Close 4i5s_A 4i5s_B 10.752 9.85 0.54 0.094 Yes
395 9076 Rotation-Close 4i5s_B 4i5s_A 10.752 11.044 0.646 0 No
Q8GN86 502 23469 Rotation-Close 1t5d_X 3cw9_A 10.273 5.386 0.859 0 No
502 23469 Rotation-Close 3cw9_A 1t5d_X 10.273 10 0.187 0.137 Yes
Q8P8F1 241 11700 Other 4f48_A 4f3h_A 4.81 2.857 0.933 0.008 Not tested
Q8U4J3 319 2323 Rotation 1iqp_A 1iqp_C 8.015 9.067 0.23 0.542 Not tested
Q8WZ42 194 14018 Open-Close 2a38_B 2a38_A 17.546 16.745 0.719 0.001 Not tested
Q93PU6 240 4914 Other 2xro_B 2xrn_A 11.065 5.544 0.863 0.001 Not tested
2xro_E 15.862 5.642 0.946 0.041 No
239 4910 Other 2xro_E 2xrn_A 8.376 11.53 0.485 0.073 Not tested
2xro_B 15.862 14.652 0.377 0.56 Yes
Q941M3 523 23279 Rotation-Close 3a9u_A 3a9v_A 8.093 5.289 0.855 0 Not tested
Q97W02 352 3235 Rotation-Close 3fds_A 1n48_A 14.696 6.28 0.906 0.013 Not tested
1n56_A 15.762 3.928 0.98 0 Not tested
2rdi_A 10.269 5.503 0.922 0.233 Not tested
Q9H0U4 168 20521 Other 3jza_A 4hlq_D 5.309 4.228 0.639 0.023 Not tested
Q9I641 299 19915 Rotation-Close 2esn_A 2esn_D 10.326 6.846 0.792 0.413 No
298 19841 Rotation-Close 2esn_D 2esn_A 10.326 12.112 0.155 0.307 No
Q9KT56 290 22587 Concerted 3szp_A 3szp_B 18.618 21.544 0.109 0.763 Yes
288 22753 Concerted 3szp_B 3szp_A 18.618 10.153 0.94 0 No
Q9LAS2 208 6656 Rotation 2h6c_A 2h6c_B 9.549 7.115 0.874 0.099 Yes
208 6656 Rotation 2h6c_B 2h6c_A 9.549 7.764 0.81 0.003 No
Q9RZE3 155 2526 Other 2kcz_A 3ggn_A 10.598 8.551 0.559 0.058 Not tested
Q9WXC7 292 23077 Rotation-Close 1iz1_A 1iz1_B 17.937 20.865 0.06 0.454 Yes
294 23057 Rotation-Close 1iz1_B 1iz1_A 17.937 5.528 0.983 0 No
Q9WXS0 247 5059 Rotation 1mkm_B 1mkm_A 16.033 15.506 0.716 0.416 Not tested
Q9WZ49 421 2115 Open-Close 2cea_C 2ce7_D 4.967 3.845 0.806 0.002 Not tested
2cea_A 8.764 7.388 0.767 0.008 Not tested
3kds_G 14.507 10.854 0.762 0 Not tested
Q9WZV7 240 49154 Concerted 2c2a_A 3dge_A 5.217 4.606 0.871 0.038 No
237 48785 Concerted 3dge_A 2c2a_A 5.217 8.426 0.169 0.236 Yes
Supplementary Table S2 (related to Results section)
Source PDB Target PDB Added % contacts exclusive generated accepted total 
coev-wells satisfied contacts contacts(avg) pulls pulls
3drj_A 3drf_A 1267 0.4 116 59.17 18 949
3drj_A 3rya_A 1267 0.4 81 59.17 18 949
3o50_A 3o51_A 1808 0.49 0 129.7 86 1716
3o51_A 3o50_A 1720 0.58 113 204.6 245 1602
2auc_A 2auc_C 283 0.13 15 3.6 8 217
2auc_C 2auc_A 618 0.69 23 104.4 74 502
3zcc_A 3zcc_B 639 0.17 0 5.7 75 753
3zcc_A 3zrx_B 639 0.17 0 5.7 75 753
3g7s_A 3g7s_B 1073 0.56 46 48.6 23 2161
3g7s_B 3g7s_A 1662 0.65 2 98.9 57 1885
2g7u_A 2g7u_B 1112 0.63 10 83.75 79 660
2g7u_B 2g7u_A 1081 0.52 8 161 42 628
3gie_B 3gif_A 254 0.78 1 113.3 8 172
3gie_B 3ehj_A 254 0.78 62 104.7 8 172
3gie_B 3ehf_A 254 0.78 2 102.9 8 172
3gif_A 3ehj_A 582 0.61 67 104.22 34 221
3gif_A 3gie_B 582 0.61 14 117 34 221
3gif_A 3ehf_A 582 0.61 7 96 34 221
3gif_A 3ehf_B 582 0.61 16 24.44 34 221
3bqr_A 3bhy_A 1764 0.56 150 167.4 246 1312
2rh5_A 3sr0_B 790 0.47 65 100.3 25 657
2gsz_B 2gsz_C 2763 0.57 28 233.1 154 1525
2gsz_C 2gsz_B 1681 0.5 75 162 70 1527
3k1p_A 3k1p_B 1810 0.49 27 180.43 193 1504
3k1p_B 3k1p_A 1804 0.56 0 186.4 165 1335
2j7t_A 4aot_B 1621 0.44 168 97.6 152 695
4aot_B 2j7t_A 1172 0.39 57 51.4 26 832
4aot_B 4aot_A 1172 0.39 14 51.1 26 832
3nbs_C 1crc_A 62 0.79 188 29.9 3 54
3nbs_C 3nbt_B 62 0.79 13 29.9 3 54
3nbt_B 3nbs_C 67 0.68 0 54.9 4 54
3nbt_B 1crc_A 67 0.68 185 54.9 4 54
3ue4_A 2hyy_C 986 0.26 67 31.5 18 1504
3ue4_A 2hyy_B 986 0.26 74 31.5 18 1504
1nby_A 1orq_A 696 0.21 29 75.7 20 234
1a2x_A 1tcf_A 494 0.41 37 79 54 669
1tcf_A 1a2x_A 321 0.67 84 73.83 21 179
1ht9_A 1kcy_A 79 0.76 147 49.6 5 658
1ht9_A 1boc_A 79 0.76 130 50.2 5 658
1ht9_A 1n65_A 79 0.76 86 49.6 5 658
2lao_A 1lst_A 1742 0.64 63 162 146 1083
2wrz_A 2wrz_B 2060 0.47 8 137.4 195 1486
2wrz_A 1abe_A 2060 0.47 45 138.1 195 1486
2wrz_B 1abe_A 2052 0.51 107 166.7 227 1269
2wrz_B 2wrz_A 2052 0.51 52 166.9 227 1269
1ba2_A 1urp_A 1733 0.55 7 125.6 214 1467
1ba2_A 2dri_A 1733 0.55 69 125.6 214 1467
2gm5_A 2gm5_D 500 0.45 21 48.5 52 275
2gm5_D 2gm5_A 440 0.3 6 27.2 29 299
1usg_A 1usi_A 1988 0.41 71 185.6 138 1212
1lkj_A 2lhi_A 405 0.62 176 62.86 42 388
1ba3_A 4g37_A 4328 0.57 100 229.6 407 3187
1ba3_A 4g36_B 4328 0.57 88 241.9 407 3187
4g36_B 1ba3_A 3239 0.36 49 205.6 105 2926
4g36_B 4g37_A 3239 0.36 69 185.1 105 2926
1eps_A 2aay_A 1936 0.35 157 116.7 66 835
2kho_A 4b9q_C 1174 0.47 413 86.6 32 983
1cl0_A 1f6m_E 1167 0.26 21 15.5 37 722
1f6m_E 1cl0_A 845 0.45 39 67.6 26 578
3hif_B 3hif_D 459 0.64 14 94.8 24 267
3hif_B 3ryr_B 459 0.64 63 94.8 24 267
3ryr_B 3hif_B 712 0.25 7 95.1 19 272
3ryr_B 4bh9_A 712 0.25 77 102.9 19 272
1ggg_A 1wdn_A 1377 0.61 58 135.7 100 819
2d21_A 1anf_A 907 0.46 263 62.2 26 686
2d21_A 1iud_A 907 0.46 146 61.6 26 686
2d21_A 3mq9_B 907 0.46 226 61.6 26 686
2ci8_A 2ci9_A 215 0.69 129 24.2 14 240
3rrm_A 3pey_A 2494 0.64 102 123.56 225 1718
3a60_B 3a61_A 1270 0.54 127 157.5 129 875
3a61_A 3a60_B 1445 0.52 33 88.9 43 875
3tch_A 3tcf_A 1123 0.44 106 48 18 1267
Table S2
4hr7_A 2w6n_B 1627 0.43 40 126.8 57 925
4hr7_A 3rup_A 1627 0.43 53 127 57 925
2yh0_A 3vah_A 1461 0.62 31 164.9 108 784
2yh0_A 3vah_B 1461 0.62 32 164.9 108 784
3vah_A 2yh0_A 644 0.58 56 66.7 30 262
3vah_A 3vah_B 644 0.58 24 70.6 30 262
3vah_B 2yh0_A 733 0.64 56 89.5 31 262
3vah_B 3vah_A 733 0.64 8 100.1 31 262
2koy_A 2arf_A 346 0.7 88 123.4 8 368
3hph_A 3hpg_C 429 0.22 0 4 10 479
3hph_A 3hph_C 429 0.22 19 3.67 10 479
3hph_A 3hpg_F 429 0.22 8 4 10 479
1jfj_A 1jfk_A 317 0.79 24 79.1 35 259
1jfj_A 2nxq_B 317 0.79 11 1.8 35 259
1jfk_A 2nxq_B 417 0.63 9 0.5 42 265
1jfk_A 1jfj_A 417 0.63 0 93 42 265
3duv_A 3duv_B 1363 0.52 74 91.3 83 819
2lmt_A 2lmu_A 359 0.69 30 55.9 23 614
2lmt_A 2lmv_A 359 0.69 42 55.9 23 614
2lmv_A 2lmu_A 981 0.38 29 92.6 72 846
2lmv_A 2lmt_A 981 0.38 9 92.6 72 846
1dz3_A 1qmp_C 431 0.59 69 38.4 38 1081
1dz3_A 1qmp_B 431 0.59 67 38.4 38 1081
1m46_A 1n2d_A 625 0.74 9 57.1 134 1183
1m46_A 1n2d_B 625 0.74 22 53.6 134 1183
1n2d_A 1m46_A 806 0.69 10 162.4 166 1513
2y4p_B 2yak_A 1131 0.6 115 128.7 237 1796
2yak_A 2y4p_B 1058 0.48 1 1.2 26 1405
1aip_A 1exm_A 653 0.11 235 18.8 10 574
2l53_A 1xfz_T 242 0.7 50 76.5 16 200
2l53_A 4gow_D 242 0.7 90 62.9 16 200
2l53_A 2ll7_A 242 0.7 124 81.2 16 200
2ll7_A 2l53_A 1029 0.47 83 163.4 57 1442
2ll7_A 2wel_D 1029 0.47 22 162 57 1442
4djc_A 2ll7_A 573 0.55 74 80.5 40 389
4djc_A 1xfv_P 573 0.55 35 80.5 40 389
4djc_A 2k0e_A 573 0.55 10 80.5 40 389
4djc_A 2l53_A 573 0.55 44 80.5 40 389
3n5c_B 3pcr_B 546 0.3 182 20.1 18 139
3ipl_A 3ipl_B 2992 0.52 23 176.56 207 2298
3ipl_B 3ipl_A 3315 0.62 67 238.3 353 2322
3isp_A 3isp_B 2374 0.18 3 166.4 216 1498
3isp_B 3isp_A 1054 0.53 85 181.83 99 900
4ake_A 1ake_A 807 0.49 86 100.8 22 298
2fe3_B 3f8n_A 714 0.73 13 51.7 87 450
3f8n_A 2fe3_B 589 0.55 16 74.7 24 252
1ft9_A 1ft9_B 786 0.42 3 42.9 34 236
1ft9_B 1ft9_A 828 0.4 7 88.83 49 334
2pkf_B 2pkk_A 1533 0.53 56 147.1 104 1479
3fxr_B 3fzj_A 2114 0.45 21 242.1 125 1246
3gpc_A 2vze_C 4158 0.55 127 226 359 3219
2o0y_C 2o0y_D 1917 0.66 5 200 187 1186
2o0y_C 2o0y_B 1917 0.66 2 181.6 187 1186
2o0y_D 2o0y_C 1500 0.62 63 130.5 200 1213
4ed5_A 4egl_A 479 0.77 13 151.8 20 362
4egl_A 4ed5_A 824 0.76 11 139.8 64 588
3ivp_C 3ivp_D 75 0.23 57 14 3 182
3ivp_D 3ivp_C 168 0.42 1 6.5 5 157
3r4k_C 3r4k_D 1382 0.54 11 158.4 89 732
3r4k_D 3r4k_C 1448 0.47 15 145.8 141 847
3pn7_E 3ts5_B 401 0.74 18 76.8 19 732
3ts5_B 3pn7_E 332 0.78 17 59.6 22 150
2ia2_C 2ia2_A 1760 0.56 10 100.7 146 1000
3b1o_B 3b1q_C 1864 0.45 27 125.3 149 2169
3b1o_B 3b1r_A 1864 0.45 64 126.1 149 2169
3b1o_B 3b1o_A 1864 0.45 17 126.1 149 2169
3cg0_A 3cg0_C 326 0.79 157 93.9 31 685
1gme_B 1gme_A 321 0.42 6 46.7 7 103
3asd_A 3as4_A 645 0.17 40 17.63 22 787
3zsf_G 2yln_A 1424 0.62 50 137.8 116 1019
4hbl_A 4hbl_B 437 0.51 6 67.8 15 375
4hbl_A 4hbl_C 437 0.51 8 68 15 375
4hbl_B 4hbl_A 688 0.49 9 35 32 1131
4hbl_B 4hbl_C 688 0.49 2 35.2 32 1131
2v7y_A 4ani_G 1035 0.57 25 73.4 29 708
2v7y_A 4ani_D 1035 0.57 4 73.6 29 708
4ani_G 2v7y_A 1162 0.47 50 100.83 23 597
3d1l_A 3d1l_B 609 0.45 16 91.3 25 2580
3d1l_B 3d1l_A 1142 0.39 5 82.1 100 2028
2dhr_D 4eiw_A 3022 0.16 85 217 92 1074
4eiw_A 2dhr_D 2263 0.1 33 65.3 34 779
1ult_A 1ult_B 4035 0.57 27 239.1 374 2960
1ult_A 1v26_A 4035 0.57 110 275 374 2960
1jvk_A 1jvk_B 1134 0.21 42 22.8 37 919
3d8r_A 3d8n_A 1675 0.6 7 167.67 171 1177
3d8r_A 3d8t_B 1675 0.6 19 166.83 171 1177
3d8t_B 3d8n_A 794 0.72 2 101 37 787
3d8t_B 3d8r_A 794 0.72 7 101 37 787
4if4_A 4gvp_C 1023 0.76 90 129.88 169 1174
4if4_A 4if4_D 1023 0.76 2 129.88 169 1174
4if4_D 4if4_A 938 0.7 4 91.75 150 1172
4if4_D 4gvp_C 938 0.7 91 91.75 150 1172
3roi_B 3slh_A 1447 0.49 150 64.8 45 1141
3roi_B 4egr_A 1447 0.49 130 64.4 45 1141
4i5s_A 4i5s_B 2180 0.12 51 15.7 68 3425
4i5s_B 4i5s_A 2570 0.38 147 76.9 242 3549
1t5d_X 3cw9_A 3724 0.51 135 248.7 256 2797
3cw9_A 1t5d_X 1611 0.46 63 55.43 43 2948
4f48_A 4f3h_A 668 0.57 56 39.2 20 1608
1iqp_A 1iqp_C 1765 0.14 29 120.6 57 1116
2a38_B 2a38_A 1289 0.16 1 16.9 39 711
2xro_B 2xro_E 1343 0.59 16 145.5 136 932
2xro_B 2xrn_A 1343 0.59 16 145.5 136 932
2xro_E 2xrn_A 1543 0.56 14 131.1 132 1001
2xro_E 2xro_B 1543 0.56 4 131.1 132 1001
3a9u_A 3a9v_A 2815 0.24 97 52.9 103 2649
3fds_A 1n56_A 979 0.69 15 61.1 29 578
3fds_A 2rdi_A 979 0.69 48 55.5 29 578
3fds_A 1n48_A 979 0.69 23 63.2 29 578
3jza_A 4hlq_D 1469 0.6 109 68.1 294 2718
2esn_A 2esn_D 1301 0.34 9 66 82 994
2esn_D 2esn_A 1429 0.25 2 121.8 78 828
3szp_A 3szp_B 1601 0.57 19 153.2 82 825
3szp_B 3szp_A 1349 0.49 20 127.5 92 865
2h6c_A 2h6c_B 362 0.76 2 30.8 13 210
2h6c_B 2h6c_A 274 0.79 12 46.2 18 224
2kcz_A 3ggn_A 858 0.45 145 105.6 15 230
1iz1_A 1iz1_B 1647 0.4 22 162.8 86 896
1iz1_B 1iz1_A 1562 0.39 24 79.4 125 1076
1mkm_B 1mkm_A 1439 0.64 7 145.2 111 1144
2cea_C 3kds_G 1426 0.06 98 22.5 27 425
2cea_C 2ce7_D 1426 0.06 61 19.9 27 425
2cea_C 2cea_A 1426 0.06 40 18.5 27 425
2c2a_A 3dge_A 1599 0.4 34 239.9 159 3080
3dge_A 2c2a_A 1895 0.31 11 224.8 214 2636
Supplemental Information 
Figure S1, Related to Figure 1: AUCs distribution 
 
 
 
Distributions of AUCs values assigned to pulling trajectories for a successful case (A) and a 
not successful one (B). Red indicates that AUC values correspond to accepted pulling 
trajectories while black ones to rejected ones 
 
 
Figure S2, Related to Figure 2. Coverage and performance depending on the number of 
sequences 
 
 
 
PDB coverage (proteins and PFAM domains) depending on the number of homologous 
sequences available from the multiple sequence alignment.  
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 Figure S3, Related to Results section. Rank of coevolution pairs useful for protein 
dynamics. 
 
 
(A) DCA rank of residue pairs selected for the SBM construction. In orange, we highlight the 
position of residue pairs that are most commonly selected to attempt protein folding. DCA 
ranks are given in nL units, i.e. number of sequence lengths. (B) Correlation between the 
average DCA rank of selected pairs per protein and the number of sequences in the 
alignment, in log10 scale. 
 
Figure S4, Related to Figure 1. Example of double square-well used in the simulations 
 
Example of the type of potential energy interactions used. Note the extra energetic 
stabilization (ε) of the coevolution-based square well, that is obtained after seeing this 
interaction for particles i-j in 10 models. 
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